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ABSTRACT

Recent empirical work attempts to investigate how implicit 
biases target those facing intersectional oppression. This is 
welcome, since early work on implicit biases focused on 
single axes of discrimination, such as race, gender, or age. 
However, the success of such empirical work on how biases 
target those facing intersectional oppressions depends on 
adequate conceptualizations of intersectionality and empiri-
cal measures that are responsive to these conceptualizations. 
Surveying prominent recent empirical work, we identify fail-
ures in conceptualizations of intersectionality that inform the 
design of empirical measures. These failures generate unsup-
ported conclusions about the kinds of biases that those 
experiencing multiple oppressions face, and render pro-
posed interventions to combat biases useless at best, harmful 
at worst. We also diagnose unwarranted assumptions about 
how stereotypes combine in complex concepts: first, that 
when “simple” social concepts combine the complex con-
cepts inherit the associated stereotypes of their simpler con-
stituent concepts; second that studies which focus on 
cognition about single social categories are investigating 
“simple” social concepts (cf. Goff and Khan 2013). We tease 
out recommendations to guide future investigations into 
biases that target those who experience multiple 
oppressions.
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1. Introduction

Research in social psychology on implicit biases, over the past two decades, 

has used a range of experimental tools to try to access aspects of individual 

cognition that people may be unable, or unwilling, to report on. These 

measures aim to reveal whether people who profess to hold anti-racist, anti- 

sexist, and otherwise egalitarian beliefs and attitudes, might nonetheless 

harbor biases “under the radar”.1 Such research programmes have been 

enormously influential – participated in by millions of people,2 leading to 
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high profile narratives about the ways prejudice has “gone underground”, 

and informing large investments in workplace training that raises awareness 

about (and which sometimes dubiously promises to uproot, or mitigate the 

effects of) implicit biases.3

A decade ago, concerns were raised about the ability of measures used in 

these research programmes to engage with the complexities of biases. In 

particular, Goff and Kahn (2013) challenged the idea that these research 

programmes revealed anything about biases that target those facing inter-

sectional oppressions. One of the concerns is this: a prominent measure in 

such research programmes is the Implicit Association Test. By design, this 

measure evaluates biases concerning one dimension of social identity – 

comparing, for example, the extent to which a particular attribute is asso-

ciated with black rather than white people; or with men rather than women. 

One way of understanding these studies is as trying to access features 

associated with the concept WOMAN or BLACK PERSON. But what 

concepts do participants actually have in mind when engaging in these 

studies? Goff and Kahn present empirical evidence suggesting that partici-

pants are likely to have in mind white women, and black men in particular 

(2013, 375–376). Rather than reveal features of the participants’ concept 

WOMAN, the studies reveal features of the participants’ concept WHITE 

WOMAN, for example. That would mean that these studies cannot be 

assumed to tell us anything about the kinds of associations participants 

have in relation to black women (or the concept BLACK WOMEN), for 

example. More generally, biases that target people at the intersection of 

different forms of oppression will most likely not be detected by these kinds 

of experimental measures.

Since this critique, a range of high profile papers have reported on studies 

that aim to look at how biases might target those who face multiple inter-

secting oppressions, and hence to examine how biases might intersect.

Some of the most interesting findings in this literature concern the ways 

that perceptions of one social identity can shape attributions of other 

features. For example, a series of studies find that the social class status 

attributed to an individual affects the way they are racialized. People cate-

gorized as lower class or poor are more likely to be categorized as black 

(Freeman et al., 2011; Lei & Bodenhausen, 2017; Penner & Saperstein, 2013). 

In a similar interaction, attributions of race appear to affect attributions of 

maturity. Black girls in particular are likely to be “adultified”: perceived as 

more mature, more knowledgeable about topics such as sexual relations, 

and less in need of nurture than white girls or black boys (Epstein et al.,  

2017, building on research on black boys by Goff et al., 2014). This indicates 

that perception of social categories is highly interdependent (though see 

Petsko et al., 2022). This would suggest that biases targeting those facing 

multiple oppressions would be similarly complex. And indeed, reports of 
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real world experiences at the intersection of multiple axes of oppression 

make visible this complexity. For example, while researching the real world 

effects of the adultification of black girls, Blake and Epstein heard about the 

following humiliating case from a research participant:

In . . . sixth grade, . . . the school nurse, like, ask[ed] my aunt if I was sexually active . . .. 

And I was, like, at the time, like, what? Like, what? Nobody has sex. Like, I didn’t 

know anyone that had sex. And it was so crazy to me. And then just thinking, like, she 

would never think to ask my [white] friend that. (2019, 6)4

The participant describes a racial bias in the nurse’s attitudes; the bias is 

also gendered and related to age. It appears that stereotypes specific to 

black girls are operative here: black women and girls have historically 

been subjected to the stereotype of the hypersexualised “jezebel”.5 The 

specific intersections of race, gender and age culminate in forms of 

discriminatory treatment that cannot be separated into the effects of 

gender, race, or age, in isolation. Thus, understanding how biases and 

stereotypes target those at the intersection of multiple oppressions is 

a valuable task.

This task is undoubtedly a difficult one. For one thing, it is not obvious 

how we should understand the relationship between experiences of inter-

secting oppressions due to the social categories of which one is a member, 

and cognition about intersecting social categories. These might come apart 

(as folk psychology about psychological kinds might not track what psy-

chological kinds there are). In what follows, our focus will be on cognition 

about intersecting social categories. We will make no claims about how we 

should model intersectionality or intersectional oppression as 

a metaphysical phenomenon.6

Rather, the aim of this paper is to evaluate the success and limitations of 

some recent attempts within social psychology to grapple with the ways 

biases operate toward those facing intersecting forms of oppression. Our 

contention is that problematic conceptualizations of intersectionality 

inform, in some instances, the predictions generated and the experimental 

designs intended to test them. This, alongside unarticulated assumptions 

about how concepts combine, has thwarted the success of these efforts to 

address intersectional biases.

In section 2, we show how inadequate conceptualizations of intersec-

tionality have undermined research on intersecting biases and negatively 

impacted upon experimental design. In section 3, we identify assump-

tions made about how concepts and their associated stereotypes com-

bine, and show how these assumptions have thwarted identification of 

biases faced by those experiencing multiple forms of oppression. In 

section 4, we collate some recommendations, made throughout the 
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paper, for how these problems can be avoided in future research on 

implicit biases.

2. Intersectionality

The idea of intersectional oppression has a long history, but was coined as 

such and incorporated (not without ongoing resistance) into academic 

thinking following Kimberlé Crenshaw’s influential 1989 paper.7 There 

Crenshaw aimed to critique both the frameworks used in anti- 

discrimination law, and aspects of feminist and civil rights thinking, that 

adopted a “single axis” approach: focusing on differential treatment based 

on membership of one social category (one’s gender, or one’s race), and 

assuming that all members of that social category had similar experiences of 

discriminatory treatment. Thus, if black women’s experiences of discrimi-

nation did not align with those of white women, or those of black men, they 

were not recognized as experiencing discrimination on the basis of either 

gender or race.

Such assumptions overlook the fact that “Black women can experience 

discrimination in ways that are both similar to and different from those 

experienced by white women and Black men” (1989, 149). A framework is 

needed, Crenshaw argues, that acknowledges the experiences of intersec-

tional oppressions – the qualitatively different experiences that one may 

have as a result of experiencing oppression based on one’s gender and one’s 

race and indeed other social group memberships (class, age, sexuality, 

disability and more). This would not only make available remedies, through 

anti-discrimination law, to those experiencing intersectional oppressions. It 

would also, more broadly, enrich feminist and civil rights theory and 

practice by showing the false assumptions of neutrality present in the 

supposition that our societies and institutions are just “but for” those 

instances of discrimination against individuals based on one aspect of 

their social identity. Rather than supposing that our society is just “but 

for” those cases when race or gender is unduly considered, it would reveal 

more fully the social transformations needed if social institutions are not to 

be premised on the experiences of privileged white men. It would enable 

social movements to more fully address those experiencing marginalization 

and oppression and more radical transformations to be envisaged: those that 

focus on structural, as well as individual, forms of oppression (1989, 

166–167).

The key point we want to emphasize in Crenshaw’s call to heed inter-

sectionality is this: that experiencing multiple forms of oppression can lead 

to qualitatively different experiences of oppression from other persons who 

share any one social group. We emphasize this because, as we will see in the 

following sub-section, it has not been adequately heeded by those taking up 
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the idea of intersectionality in experimental social psychology.8 We turn to 

the ways the concept has been used in recent social psychological stu-

dies now.

2.1 Conceptualisations of intersectionality in the social psychology literature

The aim of researchers we discuss below is to make progress in under-

standing cognition about intersecting forms of oppression – for example, 

about the kinds of biases that target people who experience multiple forms 

of oppression. Rather than asking what kinds of stereotypes or associations 

participants have regarding, e.g., black or white people, or men or women, 

these researchers are aiming to understand how biases might operate at the 

intersection of multiple social categories. For example, they might ask how 

biases target people who are encountered as, for example, black women who 

are working class; or white men who are middle class; or black girls; or white 

women who are adults.

A terminological note: Crenshaw and those concerned with intersection-

ality focus on the experiences of those living at the intersection of multiple 

forms of oppression. Researchers in social psychology, such as those we 

discuss below, are concerned with the biases that those who experience 

intersecting oppressions face. For clarity (and brevity), when discussing 

the biases that those facing intersecting oppressions experience, we will 

refer to this phenomenon as that of intersecting biases. The social psychol-

ogist’s question is how these biases behave.

Crucially, understandings of intersecting biases should be able to inform 

strategies for addressing those biases and other problematic or discrimina-

tory cognitions – and indeed, do a better job of doing so than those based on 

“single axis” measures. However, we argue that both understanding about 

biases, and recommendations for how to combat them, are hindered due to 

inadequate conceptualizations of intersectionality. We present two indica-

tive misconceptualisations: first, intersectionality is elided with non-binary 

social identities. Second, intersectionality is conceived of in uni-dimensional 

terms.

2.1.1 Intersectional and non-binary social categories

One problematic conceptualization features in a summary piece by Kang 

and Bodenhausen (2015) outlining the challenges and opportunities in 

social psychological research that are presented by the reality of the inter-

sections of social category attributions. Whilst offering a helpful survey of 

a range of experimental and theoretical work to date, Kang and 

Bodenhausen slide between talk of “intersections” in social identities and 

the stereotypes that target them, and of persons whose “identities lie within 

the intersections of [. . .] conventionally binary distinctions” (2015, 548). By 
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the first locution, Kang and Bodenhausen clearly mean the sorts of inter-

sections that Crenshaw had in mind – the distinct stereotypes that might 

target someone on the basis of race and gender and class, for example. Such 

intersections, they write, “make it quite tenuous to think in unqualified, 

general terms about the psychological impact of any particular category 

(e.g., race or gender)” (2015, 548). Meanwhile, the second kind of “inter-

section” they have in mind concerns non-binary social identities – being 

attributed membership of racial groups other than black or white – such as 

multiracial – or being categorized as having a non-binary gender (rather 

than as a binary gender: man or a woman).9 Whilst Kang and Bodenhausen 

aim to survey a broad range of literature, we believe that to avoid confusion 

and problematic prescriptions, it is of the utmost importance to clearly 

distinguish cases in which intersectional oppression is at stake, and cases 

in which membership of non-binary social categories is at issue (and of 

course, members of non-binary social categories might themselves face 

intersecting forms of oppression).

To see this, consider their discussion, later in the paper, of strategies for 

combating biases. Their discussion builds on studies that focus on the 

intersection of race, gender and sexuality. In particular, they focus on the 

finding that black gay men and black straight men are stereotyped differ-

ently, and that stereotypes about gay men may modify the stereotypes 

associated with black (straight) men, concerning hostility, danger and threat 

(Remedios et al., 2011, discussed in Kang & Bodenhausen, 2015 at 555–556). 

Kang and Bodenhausen tease out the following prescription: “Thus, percei-

vers can avoid or reduce unwanted forms of bias in their social perceptions 

by attending to multiple identity dimensions that bring clashing stereotypes 

into focus” and by “selectively highlighting particular social categories” 

(2015, 556). Having discussed similar studies (concerned with focusing on 

flexible assignment of ingroup status) Kang and Bodenhausen make the 

following more general prescription: that attending to multiple identities 

presents the possibility

that a negative stereotype associated with one broad social identity will be under-

mined by contradictory stereotypes about another identity. Thus, by recognizing the 

multifaceted social identities of others, perceivers can take an important step toward 

less biased decisions and more positive social interactions (2015, 556).

The suggestion, in short, is to pitch stereotypes against one another, and aim 

to focus on the one that might cancel out other negative stereotypes. First, 

one concern that we might have with this strategy is that rather than 

undermining stereotypes, it simply trades on them in the hope that some 

positive stereotype will trump any negative stereotypes – scant consolation 

to those whose multiple social group memberships are all negatively stereo-

typed in some way or another. Second, there is also something insulting 
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about suggesting that a perceiver should strategically “cancel out” or “over-

come” an aspect of social identity (“focus on their sexuality in order to 

overcome biases associated with their race”) - as if both might not be 

important parts of identity! This normalizes the erasure of certain social 

identities. A third concern is that such prescriptions are obviously comple-

tely inapt in relation to non-binary social categories, and if applied there 

could perpetuate harms. (To clarify: Kang and Bodenhausen do not expli-

citly suggest that such strategies should be applied in cases of non-binary 

social identities. But nor do they take care to specify that such strategies are 

inapt in those cases.) Consider what such a bias prevention strategy would 

prescribe: “when encountering multiracial individuals, try to focus on 

positive stereotypes associated with whiteness in order to overcome any 

negative stereotypes associated with blackness”. Or: “when encountering 

non-binary individuals, try to overcome any negative stereotypes associated 

with non-binary individuals by focusing on the positive stereotypes asso-

ciated with men (or indeed women, depending on the context)”. Such 

strategies are offensive, and harmful due to miscategorizing those they 

target: ignoring an individual’s multiracial identity; or misgendering a non- 

binary person.10 This conceptualization therefore fails to adequately model 

intersectional social categories.11

2.1.2 Models of intersectionality

Now consider the second kind of misconceptualisation. In a large multi- 

author experimental paper reporting on a number of studies investigating 

how implicit biases might interact, Connor et al. (2022) survey different 

possible ways of conceptualizing how biases about individuals who experi-

ence multiple forms of oppression, due to membership in multiple stigma-

tized social categories, might interact. Their studies aim to examine the 

interaction of biases associated with gender, race, social class, and age. In 

what follows, we will focus heavily on their work since it is a prominent, 

much downloaded, large (and presumably costly!) study into intersecting 

biases. The authors include leading figures in research on implicit biases.

Connor et al.’s experimental work is framed in terms of three models for 

how biases targeting those experiencing multiple forms of oppression (that 

is, those perceived to belong to multiple marginalized or stigmatized social 

groups) interact.12 One model predicts that the effects of these biases will 

compound. In doing so, they might interact additively. A second com-

pounding model considered here, and drawn from Crenshaw’s work, is 

that the effects of these biases might produce “multiple jeopardy”, charac-

terized as “a negative bias that exceeds the sum of the negative biases 

associated with each category” (2022, 2). The third model considered is 

the “category dominance model”, which predicts that one perceived social 

categorization will be the most salient (which is not determined, and may be 
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contextually dependent), and that this social categorization will drive any 

biased effects.

The first thing to note is that none of these three models (compounding: 

additive or multiplicative, and category dominance) for how those experi-

encing multiple oppressions might be targeted by biases (including 

the second model, which putatively builds on Crenshaw’s work) respect 

Crenshaw’s key insight about intersectional oppressions: namely, that it can 

produce qualitatively distinct experiences of oppression (see also McCall 

2005). The experiences may not be the mere sum, nor the multiplicative 

output (“a negative bias that exceeds the sum of negative biases”), of the 

experiences of other group members. Rather, they might be distinctive, as 

a result of how gendered oppression and racial oppression (and other 

experiences of oppression based on social category membership) interact. 

Put differently, some of the effects of intersecting biases will elude the uni- 

dimensional perspective present in each of the models considered by 

Connor et al.

To see what is missing from these three models, recall our earlier example 

of the intersecting biases exhibited by a school nurse. The experience of 

being subjected to such biases is unlikely to be the result of an additive or 

multiplicative interaction between, for example, the biases which target 

either white girls in sixth grade or black boys in sixth grade. Nor is one 

perceived social category (race, gender or age) driving their experiences.

The second thing to note is that these models of intersecting bias appear 

to detrimentally inform the experimental designs the authors use, thus in 

our view rendering the data gathered at best unhelpful, and at worst highly 

misleading. In the following sub-section, we detail what we take to be the 

key missteps that follow from these misconceptualisations of intersection-

ality. These pertain in particular to the choice of stimuli used, and experi-

mental design, in attempting to evaluate the ways in which attributes 

associated with different social categories might interact.

2.2 Impact of these conceptualizations in empirical studies

Connor et al. (2002) present 5 large studies (totaling 5,204 partici-

pants), which aim to shed light on which of their hypotheses, about 

how biases targeting multiple intersectional oppressions interact, is 

best supported. In so doing, they also seek to provide new experi-

mental paradigms for how to investigate intersecting implicit biases. 

Recall, the competing hypotheses in play are the compounding 

hypothesis, in either additive or multiplicative version; and the cate-

gory dominance hypothesis. Their focus was on biases that might 

target individuals at the intersection of different gender, racial, class 
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and age categories.13 Consider the predictions generated by each of 

these three models:

P1: the compounding models would predict that those at the intersection of multiple 

axes of oppression would be subject to negative effects to a greater extent than those 

who are targeted by just one form of bias.

That is, the negative output of intersecting biases are greater than the output 

of biases targeting one social category, on the basis of which one is 

oppressed. Precisely how these biases compound differs according to the 

details of the model, additive or multiplicative:

P1-a: if intersecting biases are additive, the negative effects of biases will be the sum of 

the negative biases associated with each category.

P1-m: if intersecting biases are multiplicative, the negative effects of biases will be 

greater than the sum of the negative biases associated with each category.

For example, given biases that target women, black people, lower class 

people, and the elderly, compounding models predict that lower class 

elderly Black women would be subject to negative biases that either sum 

the biases associated with lower class status, the elderly, women and black 

people (additive model), or exceed the sum of the negative biases asso-

ciated with each category. Thus, on either model, lower class elderly black 

women would be associated with negative biases to a greater extent than 

those who are targeted by some but not all of these biases (e.g., young 

white middle class women, elderly Black working class men). We might 

already have some reservations here: what does it even mean to “sum” or 

“multiply” qualitatively different stereotypes? We return to these con-

cerns below.

In contrast, the category dominance model would generate a different 

prediction:

P2: where multiple biases may be in play, one social category will be dominant and 

will drive the effect. Thus where (e.g.) gender biases are dominant, we would expect to 

see women targeted by negative biases to the same degree (irrespective of race, class, 

age); where racial biases are dominant, we would expect to see all black people 

targeted by biases to the same degree (irrespective of gender, class, age).

This prediction is motivated by observations about the limited cognitive 

resources of individuals, and the subsequent need for a parsimonious 

handling of these resources. The model makes no prediction about which 

social category will be the most salient, and therefore drive the bias 

effects.

The category dominance and compounding models are in disagreement 

as to which group will be subject to the negative effects of bias to the greatest 

extent. The additive and multiplicative models differ on the extent to which 
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we should expect biases to manifest. Connor et al. (2022) intend their 

studies to advance our understanding of how biases intersect by settling 

these disagreements.14 In the following, we show how these understandings 

of intersectionality, and the predictions they inform, shape the experimental 

tools used, and data gathered.

2.2.1 Choices of experimental tools

The first three of Connor et al.’s studies depend upon deployment of (or 

innovations in) the use of Implicit Association Tests (IATs). Such measures 

are categorization tasks. The speed with which participants are able to 

complete the categorizations (in different blocks of the experimental task) 

are taken to indicate the strength of associations between the target and the 

stimuli; or the readiness with which individuals can access that stimuli, 

given exposure to the target.

One such measure they deploy is a Single-target IAT.15 We focus on their 

deployment of this tool to illustrate where the inadequate conceptualiza-

tions of intersectionality have an impact. In study 1a (307 participants), 

Connor et al. introduced stimuli in the form of words (positively and 

negatively valenced) and target persons that varied according to race and 

class (the gender and age of the targets were held fixed). Participants are 

instructed to categorize words (positively and negatively valenced) and 

persons (varying according to race and class) as good (congruent trials) or 

bad (incongruent trials). The positively valenced words include: Beautiful, 

Glorious, Joyful, Lovely, Marvellous, Pleasure, Superb, Wonderful (2022, 5). 

And the following words were used as negative cues: Agony, Awful, Horrible, 

Humiliate, Nasty, Painful, Terrible, Tragic (ibid). We emphasize these par-

ticular positive and negative terms, as we return critically to these stimuli in 

section 2.2.2.16 The measure is of whether participants will be able to 

associate the targets more quickly as good, rather than bad, depending on 

features of the person (their race or class). This is with a view to initially 

measuring how race and class biases might interact. Study 1a was a “within 

subjects” study (meaning participants were each exposed to targets from the 

varying social groups (the intersections of black/white; high/middle/lower 

class) and potentially differential responses recorded). Study 1b (533 parti-

cipants) was instead a “between subjects” study (meaning participants were 

randomly selected to respond to targets from one of four groups (the 

intersections of black/white; high/low class), and potentially differing 

responses to different conditions across participants measured). Study 1b 

also introduced another ST-IAT with different stimuli – instead of positive/ 

negative terms, intended to identify evaluative biases associated with target 

groups, the stimuli included wealth and poverty associated terms, to identify 

whether racial groups with different class statuses are more strongly asso-

ciated with notions to do with wealth or poverty.17
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Consider what the competing models would predict (we restrict our 

attention to the multiplicative and category dominance models for brevity’s 

sake):

P1m (race/class): if intersecting biases are multiplicative, the negative effects of biases 

will be greater for lower class black men than the sum of the negative biases associated 

with each category (and thus greater than the biases associated with black middle 

class, black high class; or white lower class targets).

P2 (race/class): where multiple biases may be in play (here: race and class) one social 

category will be dominant and will drive the effect. If class bias drives the effect, we 

would expect to see the same magnitude of bias expressed towards black and white 

lower class targets. If race drives the effect, we would expect to see the same magnitude 

of bias against black targets, irrespective of class status.

Connor et al. report findings which, they claim, support the category 

dominance model: in both study 1a and study 1b the social class of the 

targets drove the effect (2022, 6). Namely, participants more strongly asso-

ciated lower class targets – whatever their race – with negative constructs. 

And (perhaps unsurprisingly!) participants more strongly associated lower 

class individuals with poverty-related constructs. In contrast to the effects of 

social class, no significant main effects of race were found in either 1a or 1b: 

race was not more or less strongly associated with positive or negative terms; 

nor more or less strongly associated with wealth terms; and race did not 

appear to moderate the effects of class biases.

Our view is that we cannot suppose these findings tell us much at all 

about the relationship between race and class, and the biases associated with 

them, precisely because the experimental design fails to adequately grapple 

with the concept of intersectionality. Firstly, note that the studies don’t 

countenance at least two possible ways in which the social categories 

might interact. Various studies indicate that a person’s perceived class status 

affected the way in which they were racialized: being viewed as lower class, 

or poor, correlated with being perceived as black (Freeman et al., 2011; Lei & 

Bodenhausen, 2017; Penner & Saperstein, 2013). Moreover, there are strong 

racial associations with class: black people are more strongly associated with 

“poverty” (a key component of class status) (Brown-Iannuzzi et al., 2019; 

Cox et al., 2015). Either kind of influence would undermine the category 

dominance hypothesis. This is highly relevant to how we interpret the 

results, but the experimental tools used don’t appear to be able to speak to 

it.18

Second, consider that the predictions, and hence the experimental tools 

designed to evaluate them, presuppose that any interactions between biases 

(here, race and class biases) will show up in the magnitude of biases 

exhibited on the ST-IATs. As we have previously put the problem: these 

models all indicate an assumption that the interactions between biases will 
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be uni-dimensional. This precludes the possibility that a qualitatively dif-

ferent kind of bias might be expressed. Yet this is what we might expect were 

we to engage with the literature on the different kinds of stereotypes 

associated with race and class. True to Crenshaw’s insight about the distinct 

experiences at the intersections of oppressions, existing literature indicates 

that the sorts of stereotypes and biases that target black lower class men and 

white lower class men differ in quality. Consider stereotypes to do with gang 

affiliations and criminality that face black lower class men (Steffensmeier 

et al., 1998); and the “white trash” stereotype associated with white lower 

class men (Hartigan, 2013). This is obscured by implicit measures that focus 

solely on the magnitude of positive or negative biases. Indeed, it is not at all 

clear that the different ways in which these biases are negative would be 

expected to show up, in linear fashion, on a positive/negative evaluative 

IAT. Given that the structure of IATs delivers these uni-dimensional find-

ings about the magnitude, but not kind of bias, we might think that such 

experimental tools are simply not adequate for investigating such intersect-

ing biases. Note that this is not simply a function of the IAT: it is applicable 

to any measure that is designed to exclusively test the magnitude of posi-

tivity and negativity in participants’ responses.

Of course, there are sometimes good methodological reasons to focus on 

such measures. For example, consider the studies of Perszyk et al. (2019). 

Their studies use the Affect Misattribution Procedure (also used by Connor 

et al. in their study 4) to investigate negative biases that might be expressed 

toward children who differ with respect to race (black/white) and gender 

(girl/boy). Such tools expose participants to an unfamiliar visual symbol (a 

Chinese character), having been primed by a racialized, gendered face, and 

measure the extent to which the symbol is evaluated positively or negatively 

(“nice looking” or “not nice looking”). In this case, Perzyck et al.’s partici-

pants were children, and so they had good reason to choose methods which 

require no reflective thought, and which don’t rely on fast reaction times. 

Nevertheless, note that such methods deliver uni-dimensional negative or 

positive evaluations, and are therefore insensitive to the kind of rich stereo-

typical contents that studies examining qualitative stereotypes associated 

with black and white girls and boys can reveal.

The risk is that what we do find out will be driven by the experimental 

tools available, and the hypotheses these inform (to do with magnitude or 

dominance of biases); and not by the actual qualitative experiences of 

intersecting oppressions. Moreover, simply recognizing that several social 

categories, or several intersecting oppressions, co-exist is insufficient. When 

these are simply added into the experimental task, without attending to the 

possibility of qualitatively different experiences of oppression, further wor-

ries emerge.
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2.2.2 Biased stimuli

In study 2 (371 participants), Connor et al. (2022) aimed to investigate 

a greater range of intersections: the biases that might be in play given targets 

that varied along the following dimensions: “three different races (e.g., 

Asian, Black, and White), two genders (female vs. male), two levels of social 

class (high vs. low), and two levels of age (old vs. young)” (2022, 6). A ST- 

IAT was again used, with words (positively and negatively valenced) and 

target persons that varied according to the four social category dimensions 

mentioned above: crucially now including gender.19 As before, participants 

were instructed to categorize words (positively and negatively valenced) and 

persons (varying according to race, class, age and gender) as good (con-

gruent trials) or bad (incongruent trials).

Here’s the important thing to note: the stimuli used for the ST-IAT were 

those used in what is standardly referred to as an “evaluative IAT” - an IAT 

which assesses comparative positive and negative strengths of association. 

These tests and their stimuli have been much used in evaluating implicit 

racial biases, where the aim is to consider the extent to which racial 

categories – typically cued either by words (black/white), or by male faces 

(pictures of faces that are black or white) - are differentially associated with 

positive or negative valence.20 Connor et al. deploy a ST-IAT, built around 

evaluative IAT stimuli, to evaluate the valences attached to individuals of 

multiple social categories (race, gender, class, age). To see what is proble-

matic here, consider one of the recent recommendations for best practice in 

using IATs:

A4. For IATs designed to measure stereotypes, avoid confounding the stereotype’s 

contrasted attributes with valence (Greenwald et al., 2022, p. 1166).

The thought here is that some stereotyped content – such as that used in 

gender-potency IATs – includes stereotypical content that is also valenced. 

For example, on a gender/potency stereotype measure, “strong” is positively 

valenced; “weak” is negatively valenced. If that feature pervades one’s 

stimuli, then it will be difficult to ascertain whether any effect is indeed 

driven by the stereotyped content of the stimuli, or rather by the valences of 

the stimuli, and differential associations between the target and those 

positive or negative valences. The recommendation, then, is to try to 

“valence match” the stimuli, to avoid this potential confound (see 

Rudman et al., 2001; Greenwald et al., 2022 for discussion). Note that this 

recommendation should go both ways, although Greenwald et al. do not 

make this explicit. That is:

A4*. For IATs designed to measure evaluative associations, avoid confounding the 

valences of attributes with stereotyped content.
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Consider again the evaluative notions incorporated into the evaluative ST- 

IAT used by Connor et al:

Positive: Beautiful, Glorious, Joyful, Lovely, Marvellous, Pleasure, Superb, Wonderful; 

Negative: Agony, Awful, Horrible, Humiliate, Nasty, Painful, Terrible, Tragic (2022, 5).

Note that some of the positive evaluative terms contain some (racialized) 

gendered content: beautiful and lovely are more strongly gendered: stereo-

typically associated with (white) women rather than men, according to 

dominant social norms. Of course, this doesn’t matter when the target social 

categories all share the same gender, so the use of such stereotyped valences 

won’t affect any differential effects in response times there. This is why the 

use of such constructs is unproblematic in Connor et al’s study 1a (where 

gender is held fixed). But the assumption that such stimuli can be used in 

later studies – where multiple social categories, including gender, are part of 

the target identity associations with which are being evaluated – is proble-

matic, since gender stereotypes associated with the stimuli confound the 

valences of the attributes.

Moreover, this choice of stimuli is underpinned by an inadequate con-

ceptualization of intersectionality. If, as per the compounding models, one 

assumes that intersecting biases interact only in ways that sum, or multiply, 

the independent negative biases – such that the overall outcome could only 

be more of the same biases - then it is easy to overlook the extent to which 

existing biases, or constructs that reveal them, might themselves encode 

stereotyped assumptions. If one assumes that nothing changes when social 

categories and their associated stereotypes intersect, other than the magni-

tude of those expressed associations, then one can easily overlook the extent 

to which existing biases might reflect stereotypes that would shift in relation 

to other (perhaps non-paradigm) members of the target group. More con-

cretely: if one uses stimuli that are apt for single gender studies into race and 

class, and if one supposes that any racial or class biases demonstrated on 

evaluative IATs will only change in magnitude, and in no other dimension, 

when other social categories that may activate biases (gender, age) are 

considered, then it is easy to overlook the ways in which gendered stereo-

types might inform the associated evaluative concepts. Or, if – as per the 

category dominance hypothesis – one supposes that the negative biases 

associated with different social categories operate largely independently, 

interacting only insofar as the most salient swamps the effects of other 

potential biases, then it is easy to overlook the ways that biases associated 

with new intersections of oppression might shape the responses to those 

same stimuli, which may encode stereotyped confounds of the valenced 

attributes.
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The extent to which this causes problems can be seen when we 

consider the findings reported on by Connor et al. Reporting on the 

effects of study 2, which, as described above, aimed to measure the 

evaluative associations (positive/negative) activated based on race, 

class, gender and age, a strong gender effect was found, such that 

positive terms were most closely associated with high class women. 

When one thinks of the classist and gender-based stereotypes asso-

ciated with the evaluative constructs used – stereotypes concerning 

who is lovely, beautiful, and perhaps also glorious, marvelous - it is 

hardly surprising that these concepts are most strongly associated with 

high class women! It is impossible to tell if this finding reveals 

a genuine evaluative bias on the part of the participants, or is the 

result of the confounding effects of the gender stereotyped content of 

the stimuli.

Is there evaluative content that would have been more neutral, or at least 

“matched” in terms of class, gender (and age) associated content? Perhaps. 

But we might also return to the concern, articulated above, about exactly 

what these measures are aiming to reveal. The stated aim, recall, is to 

evaluate “the simultaneous effects of multiple intersecting social categoriza-

tions on the expression of intergroup bias” (2022, 4). Consider the depress-

ingly rich and varied stereotypes and biases that are associated with people 

assigned to different gender, race, class and age categories: the stereotype of 

the gang affiliated black (and male and working class) youth; the stereotype 

of the welfare dependent black mother; the stereotype of the white girlboss 

middle class young woman; the stereotype of overly assertive black working 

woman.21

Once the (depressing) heterogeneity and multidimensionality of these 

qualitatively different intersecting biases is visible, why think that a linear 

scale, shaped around positive or negative attitudes, will be well placed to 

capture much at all about how these biases interact? It is unclear that a linear 

scale of negative to positive attitude will be particularly informative, given 

these varied stereotypes.

These simple measures appear unlikely to inform our understanding of 

the rich heterogeneity of stereotypes at different intersections of oppression. 

Similarly, the compounding and category dominance models of intersec-

tionality appear unlikely to capture how such stereotypes intersect. We have 

argued that these models have a detrimental effect in driving research 

questions, shaping experimental design, and generating problematic data. 

We have argued that the notion of intersectionality is being misconceptua-

lised. Next, we suggest that these problems are also premised on assump-

tions about how concepts combine.
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3. Compositionality

In this section we tease out the relationship between misconceptualisations 

about intersectionality and assumptions concerning the compositionality of 

concepts and associated stereotypes. We contend that several studies are 

premised on two mistaken assumptions:

(1) Studies that focus on cognition about single social categories are 

investigating “simple” social concepts; studies that focus on cognition 

about multiple social categories are investigating “complex” social 

concepts (cf Goff and Khan 2013)

(2) When putatively “simple” social concepts combine, the complex 

concepts inherit the associated stereotypes of their “simpler” consti-

tuent concepts.

We start with the assumptions involved in 2.

3.1 Concepts and combination

Classical analyses of concepts have it that a concept is structured defini-

tionally, such that it provides the necessary and sufficient conditions for any 

item to come under that concept (Laurence & Margolis, 1999, p. 9; Murphy,  

2002, p. 15). A challenge for such a view is the difficulty, in many instances, 

of articulating any such definition, which is supposed to be fundamental to 

a cognizer’s possession of a concept. In contrast, prototype theories have 

been appealing: such views maintain that concepts are constituted not 

definitionally, but by their prototypes.22 According to this way of thinking 

about concepts, they are (typically or always) “structured mental represen-

tations that encode the properties that objects in their extension tend to 

possess” (Laurence & Margolis, 1999, 28, our emphasis). Prototype theorists 

typically understand the features of a concept to be weighted, such that 

certain features of a concept are given greater weight over other features 

(Laurence & Margolis, 1999, p. 28; Murphy, 2002, p. 42). Indeed, 

a “prototype” can be understood as a structured set of weighted features 

(Del Pinal & Spaulding, 2018, p. 97; Gleitman et al., 2012, p. 422).

Let us assume (for now!) that, sometimes, simple concepts combine to 

make more complex ones. Given this, a key challenge for theories of 

concepts of any stripe – but particularly prototype theorists – is that they 

should have something to say about – and generate verifiable predictions 

for – how concepts combine (note: there may not be any one way in which 

they do this – perhaps multiple models are needed). The prototype theorist 

holds that a “new concept of some kind is constructed from the summary 

representations of the component concepts” (Murphy, 2002, p. 470). 
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Difficulties arise, however, where the combined concept and its associated 

features are not easily derived from the component concepts. The difficul-

ties for prototype theorists are as Gleitman et al. (2012) describe:

Prototype theory says that the concept PET is itself represented as the set of stereo-

typic properties of pets and FISH is represented as the stereotypic properties of fish. 

Compositionality under prototype theory thus entails that to understand the linguis-

tic expression “pet fish” we must compute the prototype as a function of the proto-

types for “pet” (i.e. something like a golden retriever) and “fish” (i.e. something like 

a trout). Given these prototypes, the derivation of the prototype for “pet fish”, which is 

neither dog-like nor trout-like, appears on its face to be intractable (2012, 429–430, 

see also Laurence & Margolis, 1999, pp. 38–44 and Murphy, 2002, pp. 443–475, for 

discussion of challenges about compositionality)

There are two distinct problems to emphasize. One problem concerns 

emergent features. A theory of concepts and their associated stereotypes 

should be able to accommodate features that (seemingly) complex combi-

nations possess, but the (seemingly) simpler constituents do not. For exam-

ple, although people rarely (if ever) think of “talks” when they think of either 

PETS or BIRDS, they often do think of “talks” when they think of PET 

BIRDS (Murphy, 2002, p. 467). That is, TALKS is often associated with PET 

BIRD, despite not being associated with either PET or BIRD. A second 

problem concerns features that are canceled under combination. 

MIGRATES is a property stereotypically associated with BIRD, but not 

a feature of PET BIRDS (Murphy, 2002, p. 467). Any adequate theory of 

concepts must have some story to tell that can accord with a range of data 

about how, sometimes, features emerge or are canceled in combinatorial 

contexts.

Why is this relevant to the discussion of intersecting biases? It isn’t 

entirely clear what model of concepts underpins contemporary work on 

implicit biases in social psychology. Nor is it clear (to us, at least!) what 

model of concepts should be endorsed. However, what seems clearer is that 

the models of intersectionality by which their investigations are constrained 

leave little room for accommodating the two desiderata we identified for any 

adequate account of concepts: namely, accommodating the way that fea-

tures can emerge, or be canceled, in conceptual combinations.

In supposing (as the compounding models do) that negative biases will be 

the sum or multiplicative output of negative biases associated with each 

category, the authors seemingly assume that there will be no relevant, bias- 

related features associated with the complex categories that are not also 

a feature of each ”simple” category. Or, in supposing (as the category 

dominance model does) that any negative effects will be driven by the 

dominant category, the authors assume that the stereotypes associated 

with the complex category will be the same as those associated with each 

“simple” category (the question is simply which variety of social category 
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(gender, or race, or class, etc) will be most salient in any particular context). 

These models obscure the idea that as social categories combine, qualita-

tively different content is associated with those combinations.

Consider the implications of this in terms of stereotypes that those 

experiencing multiple oppressions face. Black women report that they are 

often quickly labeled as “angry” if they argue for their beliefs or stand up for 

themselves. Particularly in the U.S.A, but elsewhere too, the “angry black 

woman” is a well-known trope (Childs, 2005). However, neither white 

women nor black men are typically stereotyped as angry. Whilst black 

men are often stereotyped as aggressive, the quality of anger in the “angry 

black woman” stereotype is distinctive, as an anonymous black lawyer, 

interviewed by Williams (2014), articulates:

I am allowed to be passionate, even to demonstrate some level of anger, but it better 

not be personal. It better not be about me. If I become angry about anything personal, 

then that is perceived as being an angry black woman. (Williams, 2014, p. 202)

Neither the concept WOMAN nor BLACK appear to contain the associated 

stereotype ANGRY, at least, not in the personal sense involved in the “angry 

black woman” stereotype. There is, therefore, no easy access to or explana-

tion of that emergent racialized, gendered stereotype. It is occluded on 

a view where the features associated with a complex concept are those 

inherited from, or given by, the putatively simpler categories.

Nor do the compounding or category dominance models of intersecting 

biases appear to countenance the idea of bias related features of the com-

pounding concepts being canceled - or perhaps modified – in combinatorial 

contexts. The assumption is that a negative bias attached to simple concept 

C will be inherited by a complex concept incorporating concept C. Yet, 

other data suggests this assumption is at least sometimes mistaken. Consider 

the study by Remedios et al. (2011) into how expressions of likability were 

shaped by race (black/white) and sexuality (gay/straight). In the abstract, 

one might suppose that a negative bias is associated with both black people, 

and gay people; these group memberships are both bases of marginalization 

and oppression. One might therefore suppose that black gay men would be 

judged less likeable than, for example, black straight men. However, 

Remedios et al. found that the stereotypes associated with each social 

category concept interacted in non-linear ways, such that whilst white 

straight men were judged more likeable than white gay men, this pattern 

was not found for black men: black gay men were judged as more, not less, 

likeable than black straight men. Remedios et al. hypothesize that different 

aspects of sexuality-related stereotypes are activated when combined with 

different racial categories. Crucially – and recall this is on the assumption 

that there are ever “simple” concepts in play – the relevant negative 
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stereotypes regarding the concepts GAY and BLACK do not simply inherit 

the features of the “simple” concepts.23

According to the compounding view of intersectionality, the negative 

biases attending GAY and BLACK would compound, leading to the predic-

tion that (either in sum, or multiplicatively, so in excess of the sum) people 

perceived as both black and gay would experience the greatest degree of 

negative bias. Likewise, the category dominance model seems to assume that 

bias relevant features of the “simple” category will be inherited in the 

conceptual combinations. These assumptions about conceptual combina-

tion appear both philosophically contentious and empirically 

unsupported.24

3.2 “Simple” concepts; failures of intersectional thinking

In the above discussion, we have been conceding the idea that seems to be 

underpinning the investigation into intersecting biases: that complex social 

concepts (black working class elderly woman) are composed from the 

“simpler” concepts (black; working class; elderly; woman). And the thought 

is that the “simpler” concepts are ones that we already have some data about: 

from studies on gender bias, on age bias, on racial bias. These studies 

putatively investigate the biases associated with one social category. Yet 

recall the concern with which the paper started: that such empirical work 

likely overlooked the extent to which the studies targeted not women 

simpliciter (the concept WOMAN), or black people in general (the concept 

BLACK PERSON), but rather specific paradigmatic group members: white 

women, or black men (or rather, the concepts WHITE WOMEN and 

BLACK MEN) (Goff & Kahn, 2013, pp. 375–376).

If Goff and Khan are correct in this claim, then there is little reason to 

suppose that the “single axis” studies are investigating a “simple” social 

category at all: assumptions about the race, class and age (and more) of the 

target social group members are already imported. Given this, researchers 

must be attentive to the possibility that such assumptions, or the psycholo-

gical processes by which such assumptions are imported or resisted, might 

have an unforeseen influence on their studies.

For example, consider Thiem et al’s. (2019) research into whether asso-

ciations between black men and danger-related concepts generalize to black 

people of other genders or ages. They used a sequential-priming measure to 

test the response times and error rates for respondents who were categoriz-

ing either objects (as guns versus tools) or words (as “threatening” versus 

“safe”), following a series of primes. To ensure that the primes varied in race, 

age, and gender, Thiem et al. used a series of facial photos: “six each of Black 

and White girls and boys . . . and of Black and White women and men” 

(Thiem et al., 2019, p. 1429). They understood these to be “easily identifiable 
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with respect to membership in the social categories under investigation” 

(Thiem et al., 2019, p. 1429), although they conceded that the adults were all 

“relatively young” (Thiem et al., 2019, p. 1436). Across three experiments, 

they found that “seeing Black face primes facilitated the rapid and accurate 

categorization of danger-related objects and words relative to seeing White 

face primes” (Thiem et al., 2019, p. 1435), thus suggesting a racial bias. 

Additionally, their findings suggest that children appear less strongly asso-

ciated with danger than adults, and that females appear less strongly asso-

ciated with danger than males.

These findings appear plausible. However, Thiem et al. also argue for 

more fine-grained conclusions, by manipulating their results in various 

ways. For example, they infer from the differing response times after child 

primes to those after adult primes that “racial bias was weaker after child 

primes than after adult primes”, but that, since racial bias appeared to be 

significant for both adult and child primes, “racial bias emerged across 

prime age” (Thiem et al., 2019, pp. 1429–30). This inference requires the 

assumption that participants identified black children as children as easily – 

and quickly – as they identified white children as children. If this were not 

the case, then at least some variations in response time might be attributable 

to difficulties in identifying the ages of black children. Since, as we have 

seen, black girls are very likely to be perceived as older than they are, more 

must be done if this possibility is to be ruled out. Such problems are unlikely 

to extend only to the adultification of black girls. We might consider, for 

example, that study participants will not only typically think of white 

women when they think of women, but that they might also therefore 

think of a woman as white more quickly than they can think of a woman 

as black.

In short, the problem is worse than that of failing to recognize the ways in 

which associated features may be emergent, or canceled or modified, under 

conceptual combination. The problem is that of assuming that the features 

associated with one complex social category (white middle class woman) 

can be transposed onto all other members of those groups. This is precisely 

the problem that Crenshaw aimed to draw attention to: the problem of 

assuming that all members of a social category have similar experiences of 

discriminatory treatment (Crenshaw, 1989, p. 149). If this assumption is 

underpinning the research into intersectional bias, it is a grave failure to 

adequately grapple with the concept of intersectionality. There is a real need 

to better understand intersectional bias, but any research which ignores 

Crenshaw’s insight is unlikely to offer meaningful findings. Such research is 

also very unlikely to do justice to the experiences of those, like the partici-

pants in Blake and Epstein’s (2019) research, who experience intersectional 

oppression.
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4. Conclusions

How should research proceed if it is to do a better job of investigating 

intersectional biases? Here we tease out eight recommendations. First, 

where implicit measures (such as the IAT) are used:

(1) Clearly distinguish research questions concerning intersectional 

biases from those concerning biases of other kinds, including biases 

toward members of non-binary social categories (see section 2.1.1).

(2) Where using IATs, avoid confounding valences with stereotyped 

attributes (section 2.2.2).

(3) Where possible, move beyond measures structured around “positive” 

and “negative” evaluative attitudes (see section 2.1, section 3.1).

(4) Scrutinise whether “simple” social categories are ever being mea-

sured, or whether participants import assumptions about multiple 

group memberships such that paradigm group members are the 

targets of studies (section 3.2)

(5) Attend to qualitative empirical literature to identify specific stereo-

type content that may target social groups facing different intersect-

ing oppressions (section 2).

Paying close attention to the empirical literature on the experiences of 

people who are subject to intersectional oppression can facilitate the 

identification of stereotype content for investigation. For example, 

such literature articulates the “adultification” stereotype reported by 

the young black women in Blake and Epstein’s (2019) interviews, or 

the “personalized anger” stereotype described by Williams (2014) par-

ticipants. Identifying whether there are implicit biases of these kinds 

requires using implicit measures guided by and structured in light of 

the qualitative literatures on experiences of discrimination.

Note that we do not make the strong claim that no quantitative 

measurements are useful for understanding intersecting biases. Nor do 

we at this stage recommend against the use of quantitative implicit 

measures such as the IAT; though that more radical conclusion may be 

supported if future attempts to use it to measure intersecting biases fare 

no better than the studies we have critiqued here. Given our critiques, its 

use certainly needs strong justification.

For now, we stress that any such experimental tools will have to be 

attentive to the concerns we have raised in this paper, in particular regarding 

how those tools might be distorted when used for measuring intersectional 

biases. Moreover, it is worth being explicit about the limitations of any 

quantitative measures, and contextualizing their use alongside wider data 

about experiences of bias, stereotypes and oppression. Engagement with 
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those literatures might also provide reasons for moving beyond implicit 

measures of attitudes and stereotypes. In doing so, we recommend:

(6) Jettison the compounding and category dominance models of 

intersectionality.

(7) Consider explicitly how non-linear expressions of bias might be 

measured, with both quantitative and qualitative measures.

(8) Design measures that are specifically attuned to the qualitatively 

different experiences of oppression that those facing multiple forms 

of oppression might face.

Empirical work that genuinely grapples with the concept of intersec-

tionality, as it was intended to be used, should consider these metho-

dological recommendations. More generally, researchers should 

consider how they can better do justice to the insight from Crenshaw: 

that the experiences of all social group members may differ, and may 

qualitatively change depending on the intersections of oppression that 

they face. To fully embrace Crenshaw’s claims about the transforma-

tional import of engaging in thinking about intersectional oppressions, 

we might consider how social psychological research would look if our 

starting questions were of a different kind, namely: what data would we 

need in order to dismantle the structures of oppression that so many 

find themselves at the intersections of? What would studies that gather 

this data look like?25

Notes

1. The claim that bias has “gone underground” and is now operating “under the radar” 

has now been prevalent for decades (cf. Bergh & Hoobler, 2018; Dovidio & Gaertner,  

1986; Monteith et al., 2001).

2. Project implicit (2011, https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/) are continually present-

ing data from online participation in implicit measures, totaling over two million 

performances on the test (Xu et al., 2014).

3. See Atewologun et al. (2018) on the efficacy of implicit bias training, and Madva 

(2017) for the merits of such institutionally endorsed trainings.

4. For those not familiar with US schooling grades: sixth graders are typically 11–12  

years old.

5. See Collins (1990) for a discussion of this jezebel stereotype and controlling images 

more broadly.

6. For some helpful papers on this topic, see Bright et al. (2016), and Bernstein (2020).

7. See Crenshaw’s (1991) paper for further development of the observations and con-

cepts in Crenshaw (1989). For earlier work, see Truth (2020/1851), Cooper (1988/ 

1892), Beal (2008/1969), Collins (1990). For more recent work, see Henning (2020), 

and Dotson (2016).
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8. See Henning (2020) for worries that, under certain conditions, such misuses may 

constitute forms of “methodological microaggression”.

9. Kang and Bodenhausen use “transgender” as an example of this kind of identity – but 

note that whilst some identities falling under the umbrella term “trans” - some gender 

queer or some non-binary persons – will fit this description, some trans men or 

women fall within binary gender categories (not the category assigned at birth).

10. See Kapusta (2016) on harms of misgendering.

11. Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for helping us frame the concerns in this section.

12. Note that experiencing multiple forms of oppression, and being perceived as 

a member of multiple stigmatized or marginalized groups, come apart, e.g., if one 

experiences oppression based on non-perceptible features, as may be the case with so- 

called “non-visible” disabilities (for discussion see Cureton, 2018; McGuire & Carel,  

2018; Stramondo, 2023). Clearly, the studies focus primarily on those social categories 

that are perceptibly discernable. Somewhat surprisingly, studies suggest sexuality to 

be amongst these categories (see e.g., Remedios et al., 2011).

13. The perceived income of the pictured people was treated as a proxy for the perceived 

social status of those persons.

14. Ultimately, Connor et al. (p.23) argue that the results of their studies support a hybrid 

account of bias interactions, reporting that both category type salience, and com-

pounding effects, can be detected in the results. As we will see, our view is that the 

data is insufficiently robust to support any such conclusions.

15. For a useful summary and evaluation of ST-IATs see Bluemke and Friese (2008). Note 

that the ST-IAT requires participants to respond to stimuli (representations of 

individuals belonging to particular social groups), rather than specified social cate-

gories. As such other methods that rely on similar techniques (such as evaluative 

priming tasks) may also face these concerns.

16. Note these are well established and much used stimuli. See e.g., race evaluative IATs 

used at Project Implicit https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/iatdetails.html.

17. The constructs reported on for this ST-IAT include: wealth terms: rich, wealthy, 

affluent, prosperous, well off, loaded, fortune, lucrative; poverty terms: poor, poverty, 

destitute, needy, impoverished, broke, bankrupt, penniless (2022, 5). A concern one 

might have here is the relationship of identity, rather than association, of some of the 

stimuli with the category labels (poverty, wealth). This is troubling, but distinct from 

our main thread of concern so we set it aside. See Haider et al. (2011) for IAT stimuli 

including class related constructs.

18. One might think that pre-experimental stimuli selection could control for the possible 

interactions between social categorizations; in personal correspondence with Connor, 

he indicates that attempts to match black and white targets on the basis of perceived 

class was done without controls for other variables in perceived traits (warmth, 

competence, attractiveness), in a way that may artificially suppress racial biases. 

Indeed, Connor suggests: “no matter what set of perceived traits you choose to 

match [black and white targets] on, creating mismatches on additional non- 

matched perceived traits is likely and perhaps inevitable as long as race is perceived 

as being causally linked to the traits (as it is in the case of income).” (personal 

correspondence, 20/02/2023).

19. The method was somewhat different from study 1, to accommodate the fact that given 

the larger number of social categories in play, potentially 24 conditions would be 

needed (Asian woman, of low class, elderly; Black woman, of low class, elderly; White 

woman, of low class, elderly; Asian man, of low class, elderly; Black man, of low class, 

elderly; White man, of low class, elderly . . . . Etc to a total of 24 combinations of the 
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social categories). Rather than assign participants to one of 24 conditions, they looked 

at the relationship between a participant’s difference rating of the stimuli (along the 

dimensions of race, age, class and gender, in relation to the ST-IAT score) (see pp.9– 

10).

20. Crucially, it is not the standard measure used in various studies of gender bias. 

Instead, IAT stimuli have focused on specific gender stereotypes, including: 

Gender/career stereotypes (project implicit); gender/potency stereotypes (Rudman 

et al., 2001); gender/STEM vs. arts stereotypes (Charlesworth & Banaji, 2022); Gender 

and leadership stereotypes (Dasgupta & Asgari, 2004).

21. See e.g., Dotson (2016), Williams (2014), Collins (1990).

22. For summaries of the various arguments against the classical view, see Laurence and 

Margolis (1999), 13–27, and Murphy (2002), 16–24. “Prototype theories” refers to 

a broad class of similar views (Laurence & Margolis, 1999, p. 28; Murphy, 2002, p. 41).

23. Of course, this is not to say that black gay men face no negative stereotypes!

24. See also Del Pinal and Spaulding (2018) for an argument that supports our contention 

here: namely, that salient statistical associations are unlikely to survive conceptual 

combination (whilst stereotypes that are central to a concept will do so). Implicit 

measures target statistical associations, so access stereotype or evaluative content 

unlikely to survive conceptual combination. For further discussion of conceptual 

centrality and implicit bias, see also Del Pinal et al. (2017).
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